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Return to zombie island 2019

Scooby-Doo on Zombie IslandScooby-Doo! And the curse of the 13th GhostScooby-Doo! Abracadabra-DooScooby-Doo and the Witch's GhostScooby-Doo! Meet the Boo BrothersScooby-Doo! Pirates Ahoy! Scooby-Doo! and the Legend of the Vampire Scooby-Doo! Great Top Scooby-Doo! Scooby-Doo! and the Monster of MexicoScooby-Doo and the Ghoul
SchoolScooby-Doo! Mask of the Blue FalconScooby-Doo and the Alien InvadersScooby-Doo! Stage Fright - Original MovieScooby-Doo! Moon Monster MadnessScooby-Doo and the Loch Ness MonsterScooby-Doo Meet the Harlem GlobetrottersScooby-Doo and the Goblin KingScooby-Doo! Music from the VampireScooby-Doo! and the Gourmet
GhostScooby-Doo in Where's My Mummy? Happy Halloween, Scooby-Doo! Scooby-Doo! Frankencreepy American animated direct-to-video film and sequel to Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie IslandDirected byCecilia Aranovich HamiltonEthan SpauldingProduced byJim KriegAmy McKennaRick MoralesSam Register (executive
producer)Written byJeremy AdamsStarringMatthew LillardFrank WelkerGrey GriffinKate MicucciMusic byRobert J. KralProductioncompany Warner Bros. Home EntertainmentRelease date July 21, 2019 (2019-07-21) (San Diego Comic-Con International) September 3, 2019 (2019-09-03)[1] Run time80 minutes[2]CountryUnited StateLanguageEnglish
Scooby-Doby Returning to Zombie Island is an American animated direct-to-video supernatural comedy mystery film produced by Warner Bros. Animation and distributed by Warner Bros. Home Entertainment. This is the third third entry in the direct-to-video series of scooby-Doo films[3][4] and a direct sequel to the 1998 direct-to-video series scooby-Doo on
Zombie Island, the first film in the Scooby-Doo direct-to-video franchise. The film premiered July 21, 2019 at the San Diego Comic-Con,[5] followed by a digital release on September 3, 2019, and a DVD release on October 1, 2019. [6] Plot A few months have passed since the events from the last film, and Fred is still depressed about the sale of the Mystery
Machine. A TV show hosted by Elvira announces that Shaggy has won a trip to a tropical paradise on an island and is allowed to bring the gang along. Because of their past experiences and the sheriff forcing the gang to retire from mystery solution following the incident with Farmer Morgan, Shaggy and Scooby-Doo, the gang promises they will no longer
solve mysteries and will actually relax on this holiday. As the gang sails to the island, they realize the environment is more swampy than tropical. The captain says that zombies inhabit the island, which reminds them of the last time, years ago, when they visited an island with zombies on it. Two people greet them off the boat but warn them to get out. A
mysterious dark cat creature cuts one of the palm trees, which almost crushes the car that take to the hotel. The mob constantly notes strange things, but because of their promise, refuses to look too much into it, look, to relax. However, the hotel is called Moonstar Island Resort, eerily similar to Moonscar Island with the zombies, and the hotel itself looks
exactly like the plantation house they were staying in. They meet the hotel manager, Alan Smithee, and other employees who look similar to the people they met on Moonscar Island. Scooby and Shaggy are later attacked by zombies and hidden in a cupboard in the kitchen. In the closet, they accidentally press a button, causing them to fall into a cave under
the house. The cave looks similar to the one from Moonscar Island, and has statues of the cat creature. That night, zombies began attacking the hotel. Scooby and Shaggy finally give the rest of the mysterious-hungry gang permission to solve mysteries again. After capturing the zombies, revealed to be the other hotel workers, Velma declared the island is
Moonscar Island and they were lured there to film a movie. Alan is actually a well-known film director, and the hotel employees are actors. Alan lured the gang back with the competition Shaggy won to recreate a film similar to the gang's true zombie adventure. The gang agrees to continue making the film for fun. They also discover an upgraded monster
truck version of the Mysterious Machine, driven by Fred's stunt double. Alan reveals he has Simone's hanger, which he found on the island. Several of the island's cats and three cat creatures are attacking the gang. They try to escape by ferry, but Alan burns it in a crazy moment, stating they must finish the movie first. They come into the Mysterious Machine
and Fred drives away from the creatures, even jumping over a river. The cat creatures are trying to take Simone's hangar, causing Velma to suspect that they went to pirate Morgan Moonscar's treasure. They escape the creatures through the closet. In the cave, they find the dial that Simone and Lena used to drain the gang. They pulled the three cat
creatures into the cave, and it turned out to be the ferry driver and the two people who greeted them off the boat; they were looking for Moonscar's treasure. However, the identity of the fourth catwalk, the dark one responsible for cutting the tree, remains a mystery, causing Alan to suspect that one is actually real. Velma, who is obsessed with a rational
explanation for what happened last time on Moonscar Island, decided that the cat creatures had always been fake and the zombies were a hallucination caused by swamp gas. Fred and Daphne are reluctant to believe this theory, as they beheaded a zombie last time, which proved it was real. However, they decide to let Velma have her moment. If the
authorities arrive to arrest the ferry captain and his accomplices, the sheriff demands why they re-solve mysteries. The gang makes an impassioned and says that this is their true calling in life, causing the sheriff to be in business again. In the mid-credits, Elvira talks about the film Zombie Zombie and the Isle of Doom which also includes a trailer and outtakes
during its production. Voice cast Frank Welker as Scooby-Doo, Fred Jones Grey Griffin as Daphne Blake Matthew Lillard as Shaggy Rogers Kate Micucci as Velma Dinkley Janell Cox as Cat Person, Sister Withers David Herman as Jack, Sheriff John Michael Higgins as Alan Smithee Dave B. Mitchell as manager, Ferry Captain Cassandra Peterson as Elvira
Roger Rose as Lead Cat Person, Narrator Travis Willingham as Seaver References ^ Comic-Con 2019: World Premiere of Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island ^ WBshop.com page ^ I concluded the work on Return to Zombie Island... 2018 June 2018. ^ Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island (2019) - Overview - TCM.com. Turner Classic Movies. Retrieved
2019-07-03. ^ Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Premieres 'Batman: Hush', 'Teen Titans Go!', more at San Diego Comic-Con 2019. San Diego Comic-Con Unofficial Blog. Retrieved 2020-03-19. ^ Scooby-Doo: Returns to Zombie Island Release Date Announced - Blog - ScoobySnax.com External Links Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island on IMDb
Retrieved from Share This article is about the film. For the DVD, see Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island (DVD). It needs a piece. (Feel free to remove when satisfied from completion.) Needed: Synopsis (Not copied from Wikipedia or any other website). July 21, 2019 (San Diego Comic Con International)October 1, 2019 (DVD) Frank WelkerMatthew
LillardGrey GriffinKate Micucci Cecilia Aranovich HamiltonEthan Spaulding Scooby-Doo! Returning to Zombie Island is the thirtiest in a series of direct-to-video films based on Hanna-Barbera's Scooby-Doo Saturday morning cartoons. It had its world premiere on July 21 at the San Diego Comic Con International 2019,[1] followed by Digital HD on September
3, and DVD on October 1. It's a quasi sequel to Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island, the original direct-to-video film in the series. Most notably, it was released during the 50th anniversary year of the Scooby-Doo franchise, making the film somewhat of an acknowledgment of that milestone, along with the previous DTV release, Scooby-Doo! and the curse of the
13th Spirit. Premise The gang gets a tropical-themed holiday, which appears to be on none other than Moonscar Island, where the gang runs into more zombies and cat creatures. Could the gang have left the mystery unsolved all along? Velma seems to think so. Synopsis The Scooby Gang lures a werewolf into a trap and the culprit is Young Man Withers.
Shortly, after cleaning up the mystery machine, the gang captures more monsters, (including the Snow Ghost, the Creeper, and the Spooky Space Cooking) that are the entire Withers family. But, as the gang congratulated themselves, the Mysterious Machine went backwards and asked Fred to give chase, but it appears to have been a dream. Like it Fred
sold the mystery machine, and that they were retired from mystery mystery thanks to the sheriff of the 13th ghost incident. As Fred decides to come out of retirement after seeing a news report. Shaggy and Scooby refuse, saying that they were taken for granted in all their mysteries, and have promised Fred, Daphne and Velma never to solve another
mystery. As the gang decides to have a vacation. They see a TV show with Elvira, announcing the winner of a tropical holiday, which is in fact Shaggy Rogers, to the gang's confusion and Shaggy and Scooby's delight. Heading to the island, via a ferry, Fred, Daphne, and Velma try to keep their promise, as Shaggy and Scooby relax. After arriving, two
greeters tell scared of the gang to Get Out as the gang heads into a van to the resort. On the way, a wrinkled figure cuts a palm tree causing it to block the road. to force the gang to go to the resort on foot. As the van driver stays to restore His serging. Arriving at Moonstar Island Resort, which reminded the gang of Moonscar Island, involving the zombies and
Katwesens. Coming inside the resort, they met the Hotel Manager, Alan. And the hotel staff, composed of Mona, Linda, Jack and Bugbite Stubbs, who look like the people the gang encountered. While enjoying the accommodation, a few zombies surprise Scooby and Shaggy who make a run for it and hide in a cabinet, leading to a cavern, complete with cat
statues and monuments. Soon Shaggy and Scooby return to the hotel and barricade the door as a group of zombies approach the hotel. Shaggy and Scooby give their OK to the others to solve mysteries again, the gang made a trap for the zombies to get caught up. However, the black Wash-Cat knocked over a candelabra setting fire to a curtain, which
caused the fire's smoke to do the sprinkler system the fire and melt the zombies' faces, but if it turned out, the zombies were the hotel staff, and that they were really on Moonscar Island that was also a filming location! Alan confesses to the gang that He is a film director, known as Alan Smithee, who wanted to make a terrifying movie after watching Velma's
unsolved mysteries blog. He also revealed he sponsored the holiday for Shaggy to win. Of course, Alan had no knowledge of the black wascat. Despite everything that happened, the gang offered to help Alan finish the movie. During the recontinued filming, the gang met Seaver, a stunt double for Fred, who also shows off a monster truck version of the
Mysterious Machine. Then, as the sun goes down, Velma goes into the forest wearing night-vision goggles seeing a clowder of cats' eyes, and walking for it. After Velma told the others to make a run for their lives, they see a harmless beige kitten coming out of the bushes, Scooby starts and a few seconds after Shaggy said there's nothing to worry about, the
kitten (fully grown in an instant) turns and roar like a tiger, scaring Shaggy as more cats attack. After the movie crew (except Alan and Seaver) hide, three cats appear. As the Gang and Seaver run for the Alan burns it crazy. However, Fred on impulse, saves the mysterious machine from being burned with the ferry. Fred tells the others to come in, but one of
the cat creatures is trying to grab Smithee's medal, which is in fact Simone's hanger, but thanks to the gang they save Alan and the hanger. As the Cats and Cat Creatures pursue them back to the resort. And after a zany chase, The gang hid in the cabinet Shaggy and Scooby hid in, leading them to the cavern where the wash-cats tried to drain the gang's
life force. They see that there are many holes in the cave. which Velma gets an idea. The three cat creatures enter a cavern and take the medal and place it on the pedestal, in light of the harvest moon, the light is reflected and hits a spot on the ground. The cat creatures dig and find a chest filled with gold coins, which Scooby snacks were covered in gold
foil. Soon they are attacked by the gang who look like zombies and scare the cat creatures into a hole. The gang unmasked the creatures that were in fact the greeters and the ship captain. Their intention was to find Moonscar's treasure and use cat whistles to control the island cats to shriver off anyone who came too close. Of course, the fourth wascat (the
one that attacked the van and tried to ignite in the mansion) is still at large. Then, after police take away the culprits, Alan despairs that his movie doesn't have a finale. Soon, the cats, now comfortable, enter the cave and dig a place in the ground, with Scooby helping, and digging another treasure trove. Alan opens it up and sees real gold inside, stating that
he's finished with film business, declaring his retirement as he's worn all the gold. Shortly after the gang declared they would continue to solve mysteries, the sheriff arrives and betrays the gang for solving mysteries again but seduced, allowing Mystery Inc. to return. As Shaggy and Scooby teamed up with the six cats who dug Moonscar's treasure, the gold
foiled Scooby snacks. Elvira tells the viewers of the movie, Zombie Teenagers and the Isle of Doom, including a trailer and outtakes. Characters Main Characters: Mysterious Inc. Scooby-Doo Shaggy Rogers Fred Jones Daphne Blake Velma Dinkley Supporting Characters: Alan Smithee (Single Look) Seaver (Single Look) Villains: Other Characters:
Locations Objects Vehicles Suspicious Motive/Reason Suspect Motif / Reason Culprits Guilty Motive/Reason Ferry captain and two accomplices as the cat creature Cast Continuity Notes/Trivia The first malt shop waitress' model is reused from Faith's of the DTV Scooby-Doo! Legend of the Phantosaurus. The film Elvira goes to show after announcing the
holiday winner was called Predator Jones. Although Scooby-Doo was produced on Zombie Island using traditional hand- approved animation, the flashbacks saw in Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island has been recreated with of computer animation to look like the original sequences. Look. References Cassandra Peterson/Elvira hosts a similar program
like she does in the real world. Peterson also played a similar parody of herself called Drella Diabolique in the DTV LEGO Scooby-Doo! Ghost Hollywood. The director's name, Allan Smithee, is an inside joke for Hollywood directors who use that pseudonym to harm their work/association with it. Adjustments Animation errors and/or technical glitches During
the intro, When Jacques chased Mysterious inc, His tail was missing. In one of the flashback scenes, the Mysterious Machine is not the news of what was used in the original. As Alan took the cats' attack on the crew, the cat before attacking him was brown but was a grey when he did. When the six cats entered the cavern, there were two orange cats, but not
a brown one to be seen until the cats gathered at the spot where Moonscar's treasure was buried. But in the next scene, the Black cat switched places with the blueish one. Then, after Velma explained that the Cats were guardians of Moonscar's treasure, the Black, Blue and Gray Cats were in different places. On the final scene where Scooby eats victorious
Scooby Snacks, the orange cat that trimmed Shaggy's knee in the previous scene traded places with a blueish cat, sleeping. Contradictions/continuity errors and/or goofs/oddities In Fred's dream of the good old days, he and the gang are far more threatening than they are in real life. Not only do they seem to get a perverse pleasure from chasing down bad
guys, but some of the culprits seem to actually fear the mob. The end of the previous DTV release strongly implied that the gang would go back and regain their reputation for proving the Sheriff wrong, all of which are ignored in this film. The sheriff says they should treat themselves to a vacation, which they do nearly 100% of the time anyway. It's unknown if
Elvira knew the anonymous sponsor and hid it for her audience, or actually accept her show and offer holidays from people without making a background check on them. It never revealed what type of match Shaggy was supposed to enter, nor does he show any reminder of entering one. It looks like it's just coming out of the blue. The gang was also
surprised by being brought back to Moonscar Island/Moonscar Mansion, as if they had been given no prior insight into where they were heading. They just put their lives in the hands of some game they just happened to see on TV. In Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island, Simone Lenoir's mansion wasn't a hotel open to the public, therefore didn't need a guest
book, but this film dictates the opposite, and that Alan Smithee reused it at Moonstar Island Resort, only with the pages ripped out to fool the gang further into thinking they are not at the same mansion. Flashbacks are shown from the gang's previous time on the island, but Velma regularly rants about not believing everything she's seen and writing the
brought to hallucinations by swamp gas. Moreover, that would mean that what they previously faced led to an unsolved/unsolved mystery. While she was similarly acting in the curse of the 13th Spirit, Velma's flawed ignorance is somewhat justified in that context, as she didn't see the events that led to the hunt for the 13th Spirit. In this case, however, Velma
was originally a witness to the events and this movie relies on flashbacks of Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island. It makes her appear too irrational just for the sake of not wanting to face the facts of what really happened, which could have been used as character development in acceptance. During the flashback, Morgan Moonscar never had a scar around his left
eye, and when the Wash-Cats died, they disintegrated into green dust instead of gray dust. Because the gang has managed over the course of other direct-to-video releases since Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island from adults back to teenagers, several plot elements in the original film need to be reconsidered, including some fairly unconvincing changes. For
example, Daphne is the host of her own show being changed to her to be on a school project, which for some reason gained interest from Chris, the talk show host. There was a real cat person among the fakes who were left a mystery, as if to leave it open ended for the audience to make up their own minds if the cat people are real or not. However, it was
clearly founded in the original film that the cat people were real, thus making the addition of a mysterious cat person both excess and somewhat out of step with the previous film's events. Beau Neville doesn't appear in flashbacks or have an actor's website, making him the only character from the original movie not to be in this movie somehow. In other
languages Language name meaning French Scooby-Doo ! Return sur l'île aux zombies Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island Home media Scooby-Doo! Returns to Zombie Island DVD (Walmart exclusive) released by Warner Home Video on September 3, 2019. Scooby-Doo! Returns to Zombie Island DVD released by Warner Home Video on September 9,
2019. Scooby-Doo! Return sur l'île aux zombies (Scooby-Doo! Return to Zombie Island) DVD released by Warner Home Video on September 11, 2019. Scooby-Doo! Returns to Zombie Island DVD released Warner Home Video on September 18, 2019. Scooby-Doo! Returns to Zombie Island DVD released by Warner Home Video on October 1, 2019.
Gallery Videos Scooby Doo! Return to Zombie Island - Trailer images Add a photo to these gallery Quotes References External Links Buy from Amazon Video (U.S.) Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noticed.
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